“Anekta mei ekta hai, yahi bharat ki visheshta hai” unity in diversity, this line was brought to real essence and zest at Banarsidas Chandiwala Institute of Hotel Management and Catering Technology.

Essay writing competition was organised by college on 24th January, 2020 adhering to the objectives of ‘Ek bharat shresth bharat’. During the competition the students were given an opportunity to choose among various topics which included; ‘ek bharat shresth bharat’, ‘waste or resource ‘and ‘minimizing use of plastic’.

Active participation was observed with full prompt and cheer with over 50 students participating in the activity. The amalgamation of talent and eagerness maintained the spirit of the students. This collectively aimed at celebrating the unity in diversity of our nation and includes a sense of cultural belongingness along with indulging concern towards our deteriorating environment. The event was organized for 02hrs with active participation observed from 1st, 2nd and 4th year respectively and this even not only ended at a successful note but also added enthusiasm to the ongoing celebrations of the 71st Republic Day.